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the rod stood unnervingly erect, held in place between floor and ceiling 
by tension alone. Meanwhile, in the hallway, wedged between the 
grimy carpet and the angled bottom of a stairway, a wan, colorless 
version, Telescopic Pole (Tennis Balls), languished. 

While there was a persistent feeling that Rantanen’s installation 
was speaking the language of institutional critique, or at least self-
reflexivity (given that this work is always modified to adapt to the 
conditions of its site), it’s difficult to ascertain where exactly the critical 
fulcrum fell: Was the work’s flexibility reflecting some fear of autono-
mous objects, the ephemeral working conditions of post-Fordist labor? 
Were decorative details such as the sandblasted accents and excessive 
matting sincere or mocking touches? Yet even if Rantanen’s project felt 
somewhat mired in the flotsam of light industry, his conflicting signals 
of possibility and defeat did generate a concrete sense of aesthetic 
hope—with wry awareness of the term’s recent political history. 

—Glen Helfand

LoS ANGeLeS

Jorge Pardo
GAGOsiAn GAllery 

“Bulgogi,” as Jorge Pardo’s latest outing at Gagosian was cryptically 
titled, denotes a classic Korean dish of marinated barbecued meat. 
The name related most obviously to the show’s centerpiece, Untitled 
(Drawing Room) (all works 2010), an enclosed pagoda-like structure 
made of wood—a form by now as familiar to Pardo’s viewers as his 
signature lamps—that had been erected in the center of the gallery. As 
expected, the work’s interior was furnished with new lamps, here 
tightly clustered to form a chandelier with undulating contours echoed 
by the shape of the pagoda itself, giving visitors the uncanny impres-
sion that they had come to look at lamps inside a lantern that itself was 
lit by gallery lighting.The conceit recalls Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining, 
in which characters observe various models of the maze they inhabit—
the aptly named Overlook Hotel—suggesting that the film is itself a 
miniature maze overseen by the audience. 

Inside Pardo’s vaguely geodesic pagoda, the connection between 
midcentury modernism and old-world Asian tradition was corrobo-
rated by walls hung salon style with Korean family portraits. Spanning 
various eras of photo processing, from black-and-white to color, these 
framed pictures seemed random at first; closer inspection revealed that 
in fact some faces appeared repeatedly, a few key figures at different 

stages in their lives. Further, the occasions commemorated were 
always overwhelmingly formal, the poses rarely candid, and the 
moments captured consistently underwritten by a narrative of exodus 
and assimilation. Pardo, whose own family immigrated to the United 
States from Cuba when he was six, has touched on this theme in prior 
works, but never so overtly. 

The overall personal nature of the exhibition was striking, but to 
describe it as autobiographically expressive would be going too far. 
Pardo’s artistic success is attributable to the same rule that Walter 
Benjamin passed on to his son in “Berlin Chronicle”: “Never use the 
word ‘I’ except in letters.” And here the artist staged the archetypal 
American drama of displacement, naturalization, and class jumping 
that he himself has enacted in his own career, but with a crucial ethnic 
deflection. Replacing his family’s own Cuban past with the tragic con-
current history of other immigrants during the Great American Cen-
tury, Pardo pointed toward the inheritance of suffering that so often 
lurks behind the honorific self-presentation evinced by Korean family 
matriarchs. Sexual slavery, illegitimate children, family rejection: Such 
unspoken implications cast a pall across the pagoda despite its friendly 
glow. Outside the hut, and echoing its extroverted, free-form com-
plexity, a collection of paired tabletop and wall-hung wood panels, 
Untitled (Jewelry Vitrines 1–3), were displayed, their surfaces inlaid 
with glittering jewelry, some pieces stunning, some downright vulgar. 
As often demonstrated by Pardo, that which seems generous and giving 
often takes on a more sinister subtext; here the vitrines’ precious charms 
were linked to the ceremonies documented by the photographs—
namely the idea of a marriage of (in)convenience. Relating the work of 
art to a gift passed between strangers, Pardo clinches the point: Between 
artist and collector, as well, the wedding has often been prearranged. 

A third group of works was installed in a separate gallery: Six paint-
ings made from sheets of laser-cut MDF featured long furrows through 
which pigment had been dragged by hand. Within the body of these 
striped surfaces, several round cutouts housed small electrically pow-
ered turbofans. Though the works appeared at first glance to be unre-
lated to each other, Pardo has always used the language of painting—its 
physics and chemistry, as well as the psychophysiological dynamics of 
projection and absorption—to discuss his lamps, and it could here be 
used as a key to the other works on view. For example, the fans blew 
small strips of fabric out from the paintings’ base, like escaping stripes 
or a cheap diversion in a garment district window, which tied into the 
narrative strands offered elsewhere in the exhibition. Staged during the 
hottest days of the summer, within Richard Meier’s cool architecture, 
Pardo’s show was at once formally intense and critically refreshing.

—Jan Tumlir

Aaron wrinkle
lAs cieneGAs PrOJecTs

“The world is full of objects, more or less interesting,” Douglas Huebler 
famously observed in 1969, with this twist: “I do not wish to add any 
more.” While the late artist’s statement was certainly a personal man-
ifesto—he had just turned away from blocky geometric sculpture 
toward slighter, slier modes incorporating text and photography—it 
was surely meant as a challenge to the whole artmaking enterprise, 
from the studio to the site of exhibition. In recent years, Los Angeles–
based Aaron Wrinkle has operated close to the margins of visibility, if 
not viability, implied by Huebler’s statement. 

Between 2007 and 2008, while a student at the California Institute 
of the Arts, Wrinkle restored a 1977 Volvo sedan once belonging to 
Huebler (the school’s former dean) to impeccable condition, further 
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tricking out the car with a roof rack 
(found in the trunk) for a surfboard 
he had been given. Since then, he 
has reorganized the legendary art 
collection of Diana Zlotnick (an 
idiosyncratic gold mine featuring 
works by John Baldessari, Chris 
Burden, and Raymond Pettibon, 
acquired when those artists were 
first emerging) in her Studio City 
home; and, somewhat more visi-
bly, he opened a tiny gallery space 
named Dan Graham in a shared 
Echo Park studio, recently relocat-
ing that project to a Chinatown 
storefront. Favoring supporting 
roles over star turns and ephemeral 
gestures over tangible objects, he 
has strategically made himself hard 
to pin down. 

With his first solo show, titled 
“Las Cienegas Projects and Guests,” 
Wrinkle’s elusive work encoun-
tered a larger, more visible stage—

this generously scaled gallery—if only to make the disappearing act 
more theatrical. Two walls of the project space were reskinned with 
ragged planes of drywall excised from the first incarnation of the art-
ist’s Dan Graham venue. Drily titled Gallery Walls as Placement Sup-
port Systems, Gallery Wall 1, Gallery Wall 2, Studio Wall 1, Studio 
Wall 2, Projection Corridor Wall 1, and dated 2008–10, the repur-
posed surfaces faced George Brett 1978/A Historic Portrait, 2010, a 
vintage poster of the Kansas City Royals star, from the year the artist 
was born. Seemingly incongruent, the two works in fact followed an 
economy of reuse (the artist perhaps not wishing to add objects to 
the world) as well as pointed to intertwined tracks of information: 
Wrinkle’s recent gallery project and Midwestern upbringing of the 
1970s and ’80s.

This ambiguous juncture of personal information and architectural 
context continued in the main space, where Wrinkle had inserted a 
swath of carefully folded posters into the framework of the gallery’s 
vaulted ceiling, using the diagonal lumber pattern to inform the lay-
out. The absurd constellation of Pop signifiers—the subjects of the 
posters, presumably the “guests” in the show’s title, range from Public 
Enemy to Pee Wee Herman, Michael Jordan to Freddy Krueger—
called attention to an adolescence defined by cultural identifiers and 
their frequently awkward juxtaposition, without asserting any obvi-
ous agenda. More succinctly, the artist placed an E.T. “activity book” 
from his childhood, with a naughty loose-leaf photo of porn star Jenna 
Jameson inserted, on the gallery desk—and presumably the “altera-
tion” had occurred many years before this show. 

In Hung Up Aesthetic, 2007–10, a bundle of the artist’s used 
clothes, a toy crown, and crafty knickknacks inelegantly slathered in 
white paint were slung over the metal cross brace in the second gallery. 
More conventionally sculptural, the work nevertheless maintained the 
logic of the show by intimating autobiography while coolly offering 
evidence of labor and expenditure in its place, the white paint recall-
ing the artist’s other mundane work as a de facto gallery preparator. If 
some of these tactics looked familiar (Amanda Ross-Ho’s studio recy-
cling, Mike Kelley’s adolescent recoveries, and Michael Asher’s con-
textual play come to mind), they were: Wrinkle is clearly more 
invested in art’s economy and circulation than in fulfilling any expec-
tations of originality. The artist’s personal effects provided little juicy 

information but hinted that most artists, like teenagers, define them-
selves through precise combinations of the available options.

—Michael Ned Holte

brian Kennon
sTeve TUrner cOnTeMPOrAry

For centuries, the law of the grid—as an invisible system of horizontal 
and vertical lines that partition a page into a visually consistent struc-
ture—has dominated modular graphic design. For decades, the group 
show has held sway over summer gallery schedules. Brian Kennon’s 
solo exhibition “Group Shows,” on view this past summer at Steve 
Turner Contemporary, employed the rules of the former to reformu-
late the latter, demonstrating that the layout of an exhibition can be as 
prefab as a page layout. Kennon’s nine new works on paper—single-
edition ink-jet prints that feature found images swiped from exhibi-
tion catalogues and Internet sites—reflect his ongoing interest in print 
media and its relationship to visual culture. But whereas Kennon’s past 
projects lifted iconic album covers and artwork (be it that of Nico, Ad 
Reinhardt, or Richard Hawkins) to subsume his own status as author, 
Kennon here adopted the identity of a curator, setting himself at a dis-
tance from his subject. 

For the four large-format prints that constitute Kennon’s “Group 
Shows” series, 2010, the artist divided his ground into a grid of six rows 
and four columns. On each page, repro-
ductions of works by other artists are 
laid out across this matrix and identified 
by a “checklist” positioned at the center 
of the leftmost column. For example, in 
Group Show—The Accident, a list of 
names identifies images of artworks by 
James Welling, Mike Kelley, Sherrie 
Levine, Wolfgang Tillmans, Asger Jorn, 
and Allen Jones that are lined up else-
where on the page as if on a contact 
sheet. While the titular “accident” may 
refer to the seemingly random nature of 
this grouping, undoubtedly a product of 
Kennon trolling caches of digital images, 
these pictures are united nonetheless by 
the similarities of their patterning and 
color palettes.  

Hung opposite these prints was 
“Untitled,” 2010, a series of five smaller 
framed works that, though departing 
from a fixed layout, take on the notion 
of the grid from other angles: as a typo-
logical device (photographs of prosaic 
white picket fences lined up Becher 
style) and as the image of the grid form itself (empty graph paper and 
scanned pages of concrete poetry word blocks). Taken together these 
works construct a surprisingly lucid conversation about formal like-
ness and shared space. This was particularly evident in Untitled 
(Monroe/Bochner Sex Joke), in which a cheesecake photo of a topless 
Marilyn exposing her torso from behind a transparent striped scarf is 
paired with the image of a drawing by Mel Bochner—a rectilinear, 
vertically oriented, gridded shaft. A third component, a product shot 
of a piece of grill-like hardware with a circular opening at its center, 
floats indeterminately between the two. Positioning Marilyn and Mel 
(with their respective cultural baggage in tow) as the subjects of a sex 
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